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Design Process
At kick-off our goal was set: To make a 
maneuverable robot capable of scoring on all 
pegs.

Brainstorming sessions led to several ideas for 
claws and grippers which were prototyped and 
tested.

Calculations were made, and CAD drawings were 
generated and refined to meet our goals.

Individual part drawings were brought to the 
machine shops at Transformix Engineering, where 
we were mentored in the use of lathes and milling 
machines.

Queen’s University assisted us with welding our 
chassis and waterjet cutting custom parts.

Robot assembly took place in our workshop, 
where we cheeseholed bear paws into tower 
supports for weight reduction and added team 
spirit!

Our reversible bumpers are a modification from 
2010.  We published a white paper which has been 
downloaded 300 times from Chief Delphi.

Many hours were spent in Transformix 
Engineering’s warehouse driving and tweaking the 
programming of our robot.  We practiced 
alongside our rookie friends, the Cyberfalcons, 
team 3710.  

We kept notes of our progress and posted photos 
on our team blog (www.kbotics.ca/blog) which has 
developed quite a following!

Team 2809
Kingston, Ontario, Canada

Design Features
•consistently scores on all pegs

•lightning speed ground pick up of tubes

•roller claw that opens and shuts for rapid release

•maneuverable mecanum drive

•reliable performance

•records tele-op and plays back in autonomous mode.

•signal lights

•magnetic, direct driven minibot 
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K-Botics    Team 2809
Our Team 
Over the past three seasons our program has 
grown and developed into more than just 
building robots.  We have become a big purple 
family!  

K-Botics supports our local FIRST teams by 
providing mentorship to FRC rookie team 3710, 
and to several FLL teams.  We organize an 
annual FLL practice regional tournament every 
fall, and participate in many community and 
charity events from science fair demos and 
classroom visits, to Relay for Life and collecting 
food for our local Food Bank.  

We are proud of the diversity of our team.  Our 
membership spans all grades, levels, and 
interests.  We have merged with our school’s 
knitting club, and our team has now been 
knitting hats for each other as part of our spirit 
and uniform.  

We have a lot of fun together!  

Sensors and Programming 
We have numerous sensors on our robot: 
•gyroscope
•potentiometer
•ultrasonic and infrared distance sensors
•accelerometer
•encoders
•limit switches to detect tubes
•line sensors 
•retroreflective sensor

Sensors are used to assist the driver in 
teleoperated mode.  Our autonomous mode 

takes advantage of our driver’s excellent 
skills, and combines pre-recorded 

teleoperated movements with 
sensor input for an intelligent 
playback.

Minibot
Our minibot has been 
designed with custom axles to 
optimize speed.  It is deployed 
from the robot on a swing arm 
and connects to the pole using 

magnets.  After it reaches the 
top of the pole, the direction of 

the motors is reversed and the 
minibot descends.

Our Robot
Our robot scores on all three levels using a four bar 
mechanism balanced with a gas spring. A wrist and a 
roller claw pick up and manipulate tubes then place 
them on the scoring rack.  The claw’s jaw action 
allows for quick release of the tubes.  We improved 
upon the claw design used by our mentors who 
participated in 2007’s Rack and Roll game.

Maneuverability was a key design goal for our team.  
Mecanum wheels allow us to strafe between pegs 
and change direction quickly.

Improving upon our design from 2010, we have 
housed our wiring in two removable electrical boxes.  
This design feature allows work to be done on the 
robot and the electrical systems independently, and 
protects the wiring from physical damage and 
interference.  These boxes can be positioned to 
distribute weight for optimal mecanum drive.

We designed and soldered printed circuit boards for 
the sensors on our robot.  Small circuit boards, 
which the sensors themselves connect to, are wired 
using phone cables to an attachment on the digital 
IO.  This attachment is also a circuit board.  With 
this design we can quickly and easily disconnect 
cables to replace sensors on one end, or change 
ports on the other without rewiring our robot. We 
strive for “hot-swapability” in all our designs.

Our coloured lights are used to communicate with 
our team’s human players across the field.


